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Twitter @RickMasterCoach

RMC Recommends all its readers check out American Challegne for Soccer
Balls, Uniforms, Training Gear and Goals!
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www.RickyMasterCoachcom

"As coaches, educators and
parents we have a enormous
responsibility to create an
environment where discovery,
education, inspiration and
creating a love for the game is at
the center of everything we do!"

Ricky Clarke

Whis is Ricky Clarke?

Ricky Clarke is a recent graduate of the NSCAA
Master Coach diploma. The Master Coach program is
the NSCAA's response to growing trend in coaching
education, continuous self-improvement. Ricky’s
coaching resume is very impressive. He holds the
USSF National A’ License, USSF Youth License and
the NSCAA’s Premier Diploma. You can follow his
journey at www.RickyMasterCoach.com where he
interviews professional soccer players, coaches and
provides FREE downloadable sessions for coaches.

The Master Coach Program

The Master Coach program is the NSCAA’s response
to a growing trend in coaching education – that of
continuous self-improvement. The program, designed
to meet the needs of the American coach, offers an
opportunity for coaches to develop a mastery of the
profession of coaching.

Journey

Extending the 150 hours of field instruction presently
offered through NSCAA Academy courses, the Master
Coach is a program consisting of 20 projects that

INTRODUCTION
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Twitter @RickMasterCoach

candidates complete at their own pace.
Candidates who successfully complete the
curriculum should become what Andy
Roxburgh (Technical Director – UEFA) terms a
“Da Vinci Coach” and be positioned to be an
influential figure in the evolution of an
American soccer culture.

18 Month Commitment
The Master Coach program entails an 18-
month-long commitment to continued growth
in coaching education that spans far beyond
the field. Candidates will work with a current
NSCAA staff member, who will serve as a
mentor and a guide for the duration of the

MASTER COACH JOURNEY

The Master Coach Journey is a growing trend in coaching education – that of
continuous self-improvement. The program, designed to meet the needs of the
American coach, offers an opportunity for coaches to develop a mastery of the
profession of coaching.
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Who is Carli Lloyd?

Carli Lloyd plays central midfield for the US
Womens National team (USWNT), Lloyd has
124 caps with 34 goals. Last year she played
for the Atlanta Beat of Women’s Professional
Soccer League. Follow Carli Lloyd on Twitter
@CarliLloyd

Where did you grow up playing soccer?

I grew up playing soccer in Delran, a small
town in NJ. I played my Youth Soccer for
Medford Strikers Soccer Club
www.medfordstrikers.com.

Who did you watch growing up playing
soccer and why?

At the pro level I loved watching Michelle
Akers from the US Women’s National Team.
Locally, I looked up to and watched my cousin
Jaime who was 5 years older than I was.

Did you ever train on your own away from
the field?

I always trained on my own, whether it was
kicking the soccer ball against the curb for
hours or gathering as many soccer balls I
could find and taking shots at the field. I had a
love for the game and wherever I went a
soccer ball came with me.

You’ve achieved numerous awards as a
player with the US Womens National team.

PROFESSIONAL PLAYER
INTERVIEW
Carli Lloyd
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Whats your best achievement and why?

To be honest I still haven’t realized everything I have
accomplished. My mindset is to keep training until I
reach the top. But reaching 100 caps was a pretty
amazing accomplishment. Winning a gold medal
was probably my proudest accomplishment
thus far.

What motivates you to be successful?

I am constantly trying to improve as a player. It is
hard for me to stop and take time away. Becoming the
best player in the world is what motivates me to train
hard and keep going.

What was it like playing in the 2011 FIFA World Cup
final?

Playing in the 2011 FIFA World Cup Final was an
amazing experience. Germany put on an amazing
event and I am blessed that I had the opportunity to
play in such great stadiums in front of big crowds. The
final was a spectacle and although we came up short it
will always remain a highlight of my career.

What advice would you give a young female soccer
player dreaming of becoming a professional player?

It’s all about the hours you clock in as a youngster.
The more hours you spend practicing the better
chance you have of becoming successful. I have
dedicated my entire life to soccer. It comes before
anything else in my life and that is how you have to
approach it to become a professional.
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Sam Laity
www.MasterCoachOnline.com

Sam is the Academy Director for Pacific
Northwest Soccer Club. PacNW is the newest
Regional Club in Washington Youth Soccer,
created by the merger between Greater Renton
Football Club (GRFC) & Dos FC Premier. Sam
holds his NSCAAMaster Diploma and
Premier Diploma.

Tim Bradbury
www.NOGASoccer.com

Since arriving in the US Tim has become one
of the most qualified youth coaches within
America. He holds both a NSCAA master
coach Diploma in the youth category and a
USSF A license, which he has kept for 18
years. Team teaches Nationally recognized
coaching courses for both the USSF and the
NSCAA.

Who's Contributing to our FREE E-booklet?
Thank you to all the Professional Coaches that contributed to this

Master Coach E-Booklet

@MasterCoach2010 @NOGASoccer
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David Copeland-Smith
www.BeastModeSoccer.com

Based in Beverly Hills, California, Beast Mode
Soccer was the brainchild of David Copeland-
Smith. Having trained players for over 15
years, spanning three continents, and
numerous teams, David believes that the key
to creating great soccer teams, is creating
great, technical soccer players. It is with this
approach that he created Beast Mode Soccer.

Ricky Clarke
NSCAAMaster Diploma - Director of Coaching

USSF Youth License
USSF A'License

With a passion for coaching and youth
development, Ricky has achieved several
notable awards. Ricky has worked at all levels
of youth development in the US, winning State
Cups, coaching ODP and overseeing the
development of a Long Term Player
Development.

Who's Contributing to our FREE E-booklet?
Thank you to all the Professional Coaches that contributed to this

Master Coach E-Booklet

@BeastModeSoccer @RickMasterCoach
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Who's Contributing to our FREE E-booklet?
Thank you to all the Professional Coaches that contributed to this

Master Coach E-Booklet

Ruairi McGuniess
UEFA A'License

Originally from Enniskillen, Northern Ireland.
He was been working for NOGA soccer in
New York since June 2000 where he serves as
the education department manager. He serves
as an instructor for Eastern New York Youth
Soccer Association (ENYYSA) delivering USSF
coaching licenses. He holds a NSCAA Premier
and DOC Diploma, a USSF B license, USYSA
youth national license and a UEFA A license.

@Ruairi9 www.SoccerPlus.com

Dave Newbery
SoccerPlus

Director of Player/Coach Development

For the past 20 years David has studied
and worked in youth education, soccer
development and coaching. A former
University Professor and CEO of a
Youth Sports Company.
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Who's Contributing to our FREE E-booklet?
Thank you to all the Professional Coaches that contributed to this

Master Coach E-Booklet

www.SoccerSpecificTraining.com www.PlayersEdgeSoccer.com

Michael Turtle
Soccer Specific Training

Director of Operations & Owner
Michael Turtle has been coaching soccer in the
USA for 12 years and owns Soccer Specific
Training (SST) which has offices out of Central
New Jersey and Toronto, Canada. He holds
USSF A License long with his NSCAA Premier
License.

Julian Richens
Mens Head Coach Rider Uni &
Players Edge Soccer Owner

Julian Richens, a 1998 graduate of Brunel
University in England, is in his first season as
the head coach of the Peacocks. He comes to
Saint Peter’s after serving as a men’s assistant
coach at Rider for three seasons. Julian holds
his NSCAA Premier Diploma and USSF
A'License.
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Simon Nee
www.NewYorkRedBulls.com

Simon is widely known as one of
America's talented professional coaches.
Simon is the Manager for Education at
New York Red Bulls Training Program
department. He holds a NSCAAMaster
Coach and is a staff instructor. He has a
UEFA A' License and USSF A License.
Enjoys reading and travel in his spare

Michael Beale
www.AcademySoccerCoach.co.uk
Mike works closely with kids and young
adults, developing talented players into
the stars of the future. He was a
professional with English Premier League
club Charlton Athletic and FC Twente of
the Eredivisie in the Netherlands before
gaining just about every coaching
qualification available – including the
UEFA A Licence.

Who's Contributing to our FREE E-booklet?
Thank you to all the Professional Coaches that contributed to this

Master Coach E-Booklet

@NewYorkRedBulls @AcademySCoach
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Jamie Harvey
LA Premier

Boys Director of Coaching
Jamie is a UEFA and USSF qualified
soccer/football coach. He lives in the
Los Angeles area and works as the
Director of Boys Coaching at LA
Premier FC Soccer Club.

Who's Contributing to our FREE E-booklet?
Thank you to all the Professional Coaches that contributed to this

Master Coach E-Booklet

@JHarvCoach
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@coerveralf

Alf Galustian
Owner & Director of Coerver Coaching
Alf Galustian is a modern-day football
coaching legend. He has worked with the likes
of Jurgen Klinsmann, Vincente del Bosque,
Gerard Houllier and Ossie Ardiles and is now
the skills coach to the Premier League.

When he co-founded the Coerver Coaching
programme in 1984.
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RMC Recommends all its readers check out Our Game Magazine dedicated
to women's soccer - from grassroots to pros
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ALL RMC Sessions are designed using ACADEMY SOCCER COACH
Check out www.AcademySoccerCoach.co.uk for details

JOIN 1000'S OF COACHES FROM ALL OVER THEWORLD INCLUDING...

ONLINE SOFTWARE

ONLINE SESSIONS

CUSTOMIZED INTERACTIVE SESSIONS PLANS
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www.nogasoccer.com

 1 hour

Warm-Up (Explore the Dungeons of Hogwarts)

Game Outline: !

Having fallen through the flights of stairs to the basement, the students now need to explore 

the area and see if their magical broomstick is still working. !

Area Size: 30 x 20 steps. Coach the commands of; Chocolate frogs = Toe Taps, Power Up = 

Tick Tocks, Muggles = Drag Backs, Magic Cloak = Cleats, Fitch = Cover ball.!

Coaching Points: !

Upbeat practice - dynamic coaching performance.!

Dribble with head up, dribble with all parts of both feet, keep the ball at a comfortable 

distance, !

!

Fun Games  (Cut down the Cobwebs)

Game Outline:!

Group into pairs. Players need to stand 5 yards opposite each other in their groups of two.!

Using their magic wands (inside of foot), every time they can pass the soccer ball through 

their opponent’s legs they can knock a cobweb down and should shout “Grifyindor”. The first 

player to knock five cobwebs down will win. Progression/Game 2, larger cobweb= use 

weaker foot.!

Coaching Points:!

Encourage the correct technique, Place the non-kicking foot by the side of the ball.!

Lock ankle and follow through in the direction you want the ball to go.!

Watch the foot make contact with the middle of the ball. !

!

Fun Games (Test Your Magic Wand)

Game Outline: Escaped from the basement, they have decided to celebrate their freedom 

by testing out their new spell learnt from potion class. Divide the team into two groups 

(Chocolate Frogs v  Bertie Botts). Team A keeps a ball to pass with, Team B  runs free in the 

area.  Player’s from Team A should try freeze those of Team B by playing their ball against 

their ankles.  When frozen, they stand with their feet open.  Team B players can set each 

other free by crawling through each other’s legs. They cannot freeze a player crawling on 

the ground and they are not allowed to jump over the ball – SAFETY! !

!

Coaching Points: Encourage players to use the correct technique when trying to freeze the 

opposing players. Ensure the groups change places and roles.

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Game Outline: !

Organize players into 3v3 games on fields sized 30 x 20 steps.!

!

Coaching Points:!

Discourage players from just kicking the ball away, but to always attempt to pass or dribble.!

There should not be any restarts when the ball goes out of play. Simply roll another ball in 

and let play continue.!

The coach should encourage passing with the restrictions of; three passes = 2 goals or 

cannot score until the team makes three passes

2012-09-10 U6s

Dribbling/Running with the Ball (Part 1)

Adventure Soccer: Dribbling/Passing (Harry Potter)

Print Session

Ricky Clarke
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Sam Laity 

65 mins

Drill

Warm-Up/Movement Education (30x20)!

Ball Control & Skill Development:  Players set up as image and perform the following 

routines. After 4 minutes at each station, have players rotate to the next station.!

!

1) Players dribble towards the pole/defender and perform a wall pass with the coach and 

then finish on goal!

2) Players dribble at the pole/defender, perform a fake/move (see below) and then finish on 

goal. Fakes - scissors, Step-Over, Lunge (make sure players rotate between left/right)!

3) Players dribble through the cones/poles and then finish on goal. Dribbling: Inside feet 

only, outside of feet only, inside/outside of one foot, inside/outside of both feet. 1 minute 

each !
Drill

Dribbling, Coordination and Speed Reaction (30 x 20) !

!

Players set up as image, one group with balls and one without. Upon the coaches 

command the player with the ball dribbles around the goal and then plays 1 v 1 against the 

defender. Meanwhile, the player (defender) without the ball work there way through the 

ladder and then around the goal and onto the field. !

!

Coaching Points: Ball control, awareness (where's the defender), change the angle, change 

the speed, confidence.

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Dribbling, Coordination and Speed Reaction (30 x 20) !

!

Same as above, but introduce the progressions for each groups. !

!

Progression!

1) Have two players from the team with the ball go at the same time (with only one ball) and 

have them play 2v1 against the defender.!

2) Play 2v2!

!

Coaching Points: Ball control, awareness (where's the defender), change the angle, change 

the speed, confidence.
Game 

3 v 3 S.S.G -  (30 x 20)!

!

3 v3 for U8 - Max 2 subs per team!

!

4 v 4 for U9 - Max 2 subs per team!

!

Coaching Points !

Encourage players to attack defenders 1 v 1 and unbalance.!

Encourage short quick passes (especially under pressure) and not long driven balls!

Award additional goals for combination play!

Let the kid play, coach in the flow of the game with very limited stoppages!

Sept 23, 2011 U8s

PNW Jr Academy U7-U8 

Dribbling and Ball Control - Balance & Coordination - 1v1 Fakes and Awareness  

Print Session

Ricky Clarke
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 Ricky Master Coach

 1:30 hours 

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: Two teams play 4v4 to four goals. Once a team gains possession of the 

ball, they will always be in a numbers up situation.!

Game Conditions: !

Each team has 4 players, once you lose possession, you must always have two goal 

keepers.!

The grid 40×30 with four goals.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes and a 

player long looking to find the seam.!

Encourage communication in order to unbalance defensive decision-making.
Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: Each team plays 4v4, also using a neutral player who always plays the 

team in possession of the ball. !

Game Conditions: !

The neutral player can only play for the team in possession of the ball.!

The grid size is 30×20 with kick-in’s and corners.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes and a 

player long looking to find the seam.!

Encourage communication in order to unbalance defensive decision-making.

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: The session is set-up with two fields, each field consists of a 3v3 game.!

Game Conditions: !

Each team, when in possession of the ball, call “switch” to change fields. Always maintain a 

3v3 game.!

Progressions – the players can now pass the ball instead of dribbling.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Good decision-making based on “visual cues”!

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Change of speed and direction to unbalance defenders.

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: The field consists of two end zones. A team scores by passing the ball 

into a end zone, where a team mate runs into the pass.!

!

Game Conditions: !

Players score a goal by receiving a pass inside the end zone from their team mate.!

Place a three second end zone rule, players can’t stand and wait for a pass.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Good decision-making based on “visual cues”!

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Change of speed and direction to unbalance defenders.

2012-07-04 U12s

Creating a Blue Print for Possession 

Possession - Part #3

Print Session

Ricky Clarke
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David Copeland Smith

 1:30 hours 

Warm-Up (Ball Mastery)

Warm Up!

Set up 2 balls about 10 yards away from each other, player jogs between, performing a step 

over/scissors/inside volley/outside volley in that order. This is just to get the blood flowing 

before we stretch the mucles using a dynamic warm up.!

!

The Beast Mode Soccer Dynamic Warm Up!

Jog-BMS Crawl-The Scorpion-Dynamic Butt Kicks-Leg Holds-Straight Leg Kicks-High 

Knees-Knee Hold Lunge-Bent Over Butt Kicks-Side Lunge Sprint-Monkey Swings-Dynamic 

Squat Jumps-Push Up Sprint!

!

Tennis Ball Juggling-Size 1 Juggling-Size 5 Juggling

Drill

Phase 1 Footwork Stage 2- Defender in middle!

!

1) 100 BMS Toe Taps-Defender in the middle 2) 100 BMS Bells- Ronaldo defender!

3) 100 Sticky Tapes- do defender go other way 4) 100 Pull Back Pushes- pull from defender 

push to space 5) 100 Pull Back Push Behind-see above 6) 100 Rolls- Roll by defender play 

away with opposite foot 7) 30 Step Over Touches- be spacially aware 8) 150 Brazilian Toe 

Taps- 9) 30 Snakes- defender in middle 10) 30 Sekans- defender in middle 11) 30 Cruyffs- 

do defender then explode!

!

Focus on pure technique of each move, focusing on when and where (distance from the 

defender) to do the move, and if applicable, the 5 yard explosion into space afterwards. 

Drill

First Touch Box- Stage 2!

The ball is played into the player, they have to control the ball within the box in two touches, 

then play the ball into zone 1 or 2 (coaches shout number). This improves touch, decision 

making and speed of play. We start at the bottom of the body and work up using the 

following body parts:!

Feet: Insteps-Middle-Outside push into space---- play long ball!

Shins- play driven ball!

Knee's- control play lofted ball!

Thighs: Bring down-Pop Up- play driven pass, play volley pass!

Stomach- run through play instep push pass!

Chest: Table Top-Run Through- play driven pass, play volley pass. Shoulders!

Head
Drill

Messi Dribbling 2.0!

!

The second installment of our Beast Mode Soccer Messi dribbling. This time we have 30 

cones set up in one zone, and another 30 about 15 yards away. The player has to dribble 

the ball through zone 1, keeping the ball close to the body but pushing the limit of your 

speed, touch the ball 50 times. After the 50th touch the player explodes over the 15 yards 

into zone 2 where a further 30 touches are made. After that 30th touch the player shoots to 

goal.!

Start with a tennis ball, repeat three times. Then move to a skills size ball, repeat three 

times. Finally, use a regulation size ball, repeat three times.!

The only rule is that the ball has to keep moving. Encourage the player to step out of their 

comfort zone and really push their boundaries. Imagine that each cone is a foot trying to 

steal the ball, get your body between the cone and the ball! STAY NIMBLE!

01/15/2012 1st Team

First Touch

Technical Drills leading into active first touch and finishing

Print Session

Ricky Clarke
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Simon Nee 

 1:30 hours 

Warm-Up (Ball Mastery)

Players Required: Youth Team !

!

Game Outline:  Players are asked to pass and move and perform various passing 

techniques. The coach will encourage players to perform Curled, lofted, driven and bent 

passes. The players will need to understand how to use these techniques when delivering 

the ball from a cross. !

!

Coaching Points: !

Strike through the center of the ball. !

Remain balanced. !

!

Crossing & Finishing (Part 1)

Players Required: Youth Team !

!

Game Outline: The field is split into two 18 yard areas. The session starts with the the red 

player dribbling towards the red cone. The white attackers run towards the goal and look to 

attack the cross. Once one side finishes, the opposite side mirrors the same activity. !

!

Coaching Points!

Keep your head up. !

Make sure the server gets the ball out his/her feet. !

Look to serve into the second six yard box. !

!

Drill 1v1 Defending 

Players Required: Youth Team !

!

Game Outline: Same game ass above. However, now you can coach the attackers to arrive 

into certain areas of the 18 yard box. The white attackers run towards the goal and look to 

attack the cross. Once one side finishes, the opposite side mirrors the same activity.  

Progression - add defenders to make it more realistic. !

!

Coaching Points !

Runs into the box should cover the front post, and far post run. !

Attackers should be encouraged to use first time finishing. !

Keep ball on the ground if possible. !
Game 

Players Required: Youth Team !

!

Game Outline: The game is 4v4 + 2. The field is split into two halfs, both playing (3v1), once 

the team makes three complete passes they can find a red player and attack to make it 3v3. 

The game can progress to no passing conditions. !

!

Coaching Points !

Runs into the box should cover the front post, and far post run. !

Look to serve into the second six yard box. !

Keep ball on the ground if possible. 

2012-10-09 Youth Team

Crossing & Finishing 

CHECK OUT MORE VIDEOS AND SESSIONS  !

www.youtube.com/user/NYRBTrainingPrograms

Print Session

Ricky Clarke
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Jamie Harvey 

 1:30 hours 

Players Required: Youth Team !

!

Game Outline: !

2 Players on the outside, 1 player working in the middle. 1 plays to 2, 2 plays to 3. After a 

player plays into the middle they move to an open space/side. The player recieves in the 

middle and plays to the other player. This presents quick thinking by the middle player to 

recieve side on to know the next pass. !

Coaching Points: !

Quick thinking !

Awareness !

Movement 

Players Required: Youth Team!

!

Game Outline: Team with the ball (blue) possesses the ball with the yellows around whites. 

4 blue players on outside of grid 1 blue in the middle. 2 neutrals inside the grid. Transition - 

if whites win the ball, then 4 whites break out the grid, 1 stays in the grid with yellows. The 4 

blues from outside then break in the grid to defend. !

!

Coaching points: !

Create space !

Movement of the ball !

Quality of passes  

Players Required: Youth Team !

!

Game Outline: Starts with 1 player dribbling out (blue) and shooting from the edge of the 

box. 2 players (white) come out to play 2v1 attacking the opposite goal. Same player that 

defended (1st blue) then joins in with two new blues to make 3v2. To progress you could 

make 4v3, 2 whites join the original to attack the three blues. Teams take it in turn to start 

the exercise. !

!

Coaching Points: !

Create space  in attack !

Quality of pass!

Players Required: Youth Team   !

!

Game Outline: Ball starts with the CMFD. CMFD plays into the CFWD. CFWD lays off and 

spins. CMFD plays wide to the RFWD/LFWD (both rotate) crosses stay the same. 2/3 

crosses on each wide position. Wide forwards dribble down the line to cross. CFWD & 

CMFC work on their movement and timing of runs. To progress add DEF in the box. !

!

Coaching Points: !

Dynamic Movement !

Quality of delivery !

2012-10-09 Youth Team

Speed of Play, Transition, Crossing and Finishing 

Jamie Harvey's Four Most Enjoyable Sessions
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Julian Richens 

 1:30 hours 

Warm-Up 

Players Required: First Team Squad  !

!

Game Outline: !

Working in  3s, the players perform the following tasks: !

!

1. Step in front 2 touch  !

2. Step in front Head  !

3. Press Bouncing ball  !

!

Coaching Points:!

Aggressively pressing mentality  
Defending Agility

Players Required: First Team Squad  !

!

Game Outline: !

Press / Recover - Press Left / Press Right -1 Line of 3s  - Curved Angle  !

Recover Quickly, don’t cross feet  !

Slow down on Approach, get on toes  !

!

Coaching Points: !

Pressure, Cover, Balance  !

Defend 2 and 3/4 players  !

Get in, pressure/delay and get out  
4v3 Sectional game to two goals 

Players Required: First Team Squad  !

!

Game Outline: !

1-4-2 v 2 FBs-4-2  !

Team of 7 must prevent goal use Gk on 1/2  - Team of 8 score in regular goal  !

!

Coaching Points: !

Shape of Back 4 - press, cover, balance  !

Distance between line of defs and 2 mids  !

Role of 2 mids - In line ball/goal. Pistons  !

GK Role - prevent + organise    !
Game 

Players Required: First Team Squad  !

!

Game outline: !

High Speed Pressure produce regains  !

Press and Force in one direction  !

Pistons In/Out. Don’t Cross unless dribble  !

Distance between lines - 1 shifts, all shift  !

Must be Ready to High Press  !

Defend in Zones for most part, Forget WD/WM  

2012-09-24 1st Team

Coach the Back four - Defending 

Defending - Coach the back four & CM's (Understanding Roles)
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Sam Laity 

 1:30 hours 

Drill

3v1 keep-away inside 10x10 grids!

!

Upon the coaches command of "cone" players have to react and sprint to a corner cone 

inside their own grid. Only one person per cone permitted. Last person to touch a cone 

becomes the defender.!

!

Progression:!

Upon coaches command of "clock-wise", all players leave their own grid and sprint to the 

next grid in a clockwise direction.!

Same as above, now command is "counter-clockwise"

Drill

3v3+ 3!

!

Players set up as image. Three teams of 3, with one player per team in each square. 

Players are not permitted to move outside of their square. After 2 minutes, players switched 

zones.!

!

Progression:!

Players were permitted to move between zones. Only player per team permitted in each 

square

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

8v8 !

!

Players set up as image. !

!

Game conditions:!

Teams must have two of their midfield players outside of the midfield zone when in 

possession. The defending team must have all 4 players inside the center zone.!

!

RMD coaches were looking for Width, depth and penetration in midfield in possession and 

compaction and compression for the defensive team.

Game 

8v8!

!

Players set up as image and take away the end zone. Midfield players had to join in with the 

forwards. The defensive team were not permitted to make recovery runs or track midfielder 

forward runs. Forwards were not permitted to leave the attacking zone. !

!

RMD coaches were looking for a 4v2 in the attacking third with width, depth and mobility.!

!

Progression:!

Defensive team were permitted to make recovery runs or track midfielders forward runs.!

Sept 23, 2011 U19s

REAL MADRID ACADEMY

Midfield Transition / Stretching the field
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Sam Laity 

 1:30 hours 

Drill

Players Required: Real Madrid Reserve Team !

!

Game Outline: !

The group is split into two  grids, 2 games of 5v5+1 in 30x20 grid. The emphasis was on 

movement, quality of pass and switching the point of attack. Players would be encouraged 

to open up and links passes. !

!

Coaching points !

Quality of pass!

Body positioning !

Dynamic movement  !
Drill

6v3 (25x25) + 5v3 (15x15) Transition !

!

11 players split into two teams, one team with 6 and one team with 5. The team of 6 set up 

in the 25x25 grid, while the team of 5 set up in the 15x15.   The Blue team send 3 defenders 

in to play 6v3 against the red. When the blue team wins possession (or the ball goes out of 

bounds) they pass the ball into the remaining 2 players and re-join their team. The red team 

then sents 3 defenders into the blue team grid and exercise continues.!

!

Game Conditions: !

Red team - 2 touch max!

Blue team - 3 touch max!
Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Pattern Play to goal: Changing the point of attack.!

!

P1:!

LM, CM, RM -CM (wall pass) RM - (cross) FW'd finishes from cross!

!

P2: RM, CM, LM-CM (wall pass) LM - (cross) FW'd finishes from cross!

!

Coaching Points !

Dynamic movement  !

Quality of pass  !

Realistic energy 
Game 

Pattern Play to goal: Changing the point of attack.!

!

Same as above -!

!

Progressions:!

1) Add pressure: 1 defender, 2 mids (6v3)!

!

2) Add attacking players: 2 full backs!

     Add pressure: 2 mids (8v5)!

Coaching Points  !

Dynamic movement  !

Quality of pass  !

Sept 28, 2011 Reserves

REAL MADRID (B) CASTILLA

Switching play
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Jose Mourinho 

 1:30 hours 

Fitness with a Ball - Small Sided Game 

Players Required: Whole Squad!

!

Time: 20 MINS. The team was split into 2 groups. The groups would switch very 4 minutes, 

this helped keep the intensity high.!

!

Field: 1 Full sized field!

!

Game Conditions: The SSG was open, players could score in any goal, 1-touch play was 

encouraged, the playing area was very tight and compact. The game was intense and 

competitive, the players didn’t hold back.!

Coaching Points: Technical perfection was encouraged, intensity was encouraged at all 
Pattern Play 

Players Required: Every player was involved.!

!

Time: 20 MINS!

!

Conditions: Players were shown a set series of patterns, they were then encouraged to 

complete them at game speed.!

!

Coaching Points: Technical perfection was encouraged, players performed at speed, 

intensity was encouraged at all time.!

NOTE – groups would switch roles every 5 minutes. Jose Mourinho would spend time 

explaining the pattern, then watch and coach if needed.!
Small Sided Game 7V7 + 3 

Players Required: 17 Players involved – 3 Players being trained functionally away from the 

7v7+3 game.!

!

Time: 20 MINS (3 minute rotation for target players)!

!

Conditions: Players were challenged to find targets before they could score. The area was 

tight and compact.!

!

Coaching Points: Technical perfection was encouraged, 1-touch and combination play 

desired.!

Functional Training - Central Midfield 

Players Required: 3 Players being trained functionally away from the 7v7+3 game. !

!

Time: 20 MINS (3 minute rotation for target players)!

!

Conditions: Players were challenged to play different patterns leading up to goal. Most 

patterns required a combination with the central midfield player and the wide mid/forward. !

!

Coaching Points: Technical perfection, game speed and surprise elements.  !

1st Team

Pre-Season Training 

Fitness with a Ball - Developing Pattern Play - Functionally Train the Central Mid's 
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Jose Mourinho 

 1:30 hours 

Speed (Agility,Balance & Coordination) & 1v1's

Players: Every player was involved (GK’s trained in their own).!

Time: 20 MINS. The team was split into 2 groups. The diagram shows one grid, but the 

session had two grids running.!

!

Field: 1 Full sized field!

!

Game Conditions: Players would run into the grid through the sticks and over hurdles. The 

defenders needed to win the ball and keep possession until the whistle blew.!

!

Coaching Points: Players were encouraged to shield the ball and keep possession. Some 

players looked dribble (Alonso & Ozil) away from pressure.!
Game related

Players: Every player was involved (GK’s trained in their own).!

Time: 20 MINS. The team was split into 2 groups. The diagram shows one grid, but the 

session had two grids running.!

Field: 1 Full sized field!

!

Game Conditions: Attacking players had to combine going to goal. The offside was used to 

keep the game competitive and fair. If the defenders won the ball, they kept possession and 

use targets to create a 7v4 situation.!

Coaching Points: Attacking players were encouraged to play 1-touch combinations in and 

around the PK spot area. Wingers would look to play a reverse pass if they got in behind 

the full-back. Attackers were encouraged to win the ball back “immediately” if they lost 
Possession Game (Conditioned)

Players: 20 Players – 1 Player functionally training away from the group.!

!

Time: 20 minutes, each game 4 minute rotations.!

Field: 1 Full sized field!

!

Game Conditions: Targets can only 1-touch. Once you combine with one target, you must 

find another target in a different grid.!

!

Coaching Points: Technical perfection, movement to support, space awareness. Players 

always rotate roles (targets).

Players: 11 Players –  The remaining players practiced combining and going to goal.!

!

Time: 20 minutes!

!

Field: 3/4 Full sized field!

!

Game Conditions: Players were shown two combinations by Jose Mourinho. Everything 

was expected to be performed at game speed with technical perfection. First pattern, wide 

attackers checks inside and the forward attacks the open space. Second pattern, wide 

attacker checks to the ball and plays a long direct cross to the back post. !

!

Coaching Points: Technical perfection, movement to support, dynamic movement.!

2012-07-30 1st Team

Pre-Season Training 

Functionally training wide attackers in the 1-4-3-3
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Ruairi McGuiness

 1:30 hours 

Warm-Up (Ball Mastery)

Players Required: 32 Players (ODP Pool) !

!

Game Outline: Each player should start with a ball and instep strike the ball out of their 

hands into the air. Whilst holding the ball with both hands the player should try to hit the ball 

so that it goes approximately four feet above head height. Now have the players perform 

the same technique as the ball bounces back up from the ground (bounce-play-bounce-

play, etc).!

Coaching Points!

1. Players should continue the technique moving anywhere inside the desired field!

2. They should use their laces/instep to make contact with the middle of the underside of 

the ball!
Drill

Players Required: 32 Players (ODP Pool)!

Game Outline: Have the players arrange themselves into groups of two. Players should 

stand opposite and face each other approximately 25 yards away. With one ball between 

two they should take it in turns to let the ball bounce and then strike it in the air towards their 

partner. The player should look to strike the ball whilst keeping it below head height and try 

to get forward spin on the ball. !

Coaching Points!

1. Players should try to strike the middle to top half of the ball to achieve top/forward spin on 

the ball!

2. They should try and time their movements to strike the ball as it travels back down to the 

ground during its bounce
Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Players Required: 32 Players (ODP Pool) !

!

Game Outline: The group should be arranged into the teams and format below. 

Organization wise, players and teams should always stay the same side although they can 

go anywhere inside the field during the course of the game. !

!

The rules of the game are; if you score or miss in their half of the field you stay on and the 

defending team switch off. If you score or miss from your own half of the field, then switch 

off. If the goalkeeper saves, everybody stays on and the game continues.

Game 

Players Required: 32 Players ODP Pool) !

Game Outline: Arrange two teams of equal numbers (including goalkeepers). Play a regular 

game with the encouragement of going to goal as quickly as possible.!

!

Coaching Points!

The coach should condition the environment to have players attempt to score as much as 

possible. Ways to achieve this could be;!

1. Ten second shot clock (or a similar time based on size of field and numbers involved)!

2. Five pass maximum to get an attempt off at goal!

3. The ball must have progressed over the halfway line within three passes!

4. No restrictions, open game.!

2012-09-25 U14s

Striking the Driven Ball - Crushing Balls 

Vermont Girls ODP 
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Dave Newbery 

 1:30 hours 

Warm-Up (Ball Mastery)

Players Required: Full Squad  !

!

Game Outline: The players are instructed to run around the grid. Once the coach calls 

"defend" the players need to approach a ball like they would defend a player. The warm-up 

should be used to develop a defensive mind-set. !

!

Coaching Points: !

Approach the ball in a balanced manner!

Body position should allow you to adapt !

!

Drill 1v1 Defending 

Players Required: Full Squad !

!

Game Outline: A defender passes to an attacker. The attacker receives and immediately 

attacks the large goal in a 1v1. The defender tries to protect his goal. If he wins possession, 

or the keeper makes a save, a counterattack can develop into the small goal. If the ball 

goes out of play or a goal is scored, the next pair starts. Players switch roles after three 

minutes, and play for 12 minutes in total.!

!

Coaching Points: !

Defenders must adopt a staggered position with eyes only on the ball!

Wait for the opportunity and force a mistake!
Drill 1v1 Defending 

Players Required: Full Squad !

!

Game Outline: In the progression, the attacker is served the ball by a team mate, with his 

back to goal in the centre of the area. The defender is 2-3 yards away and must wait for the 

attacker to receive the ball. The attacker turns and shoots at goal. The defender must 

pressure without being turned by a quick move.!

!

Coaching Points: !

Defenders must adopt a staggered position with eyes only on the ball!

Wait for the opportunity and force a mistake, tackling when the ball leaves the attacker’s 

foot!
Game 

Players Required: Full Squad !

!

Game Outline: Progress further to 2v2. Now, defenders can apply pressure as soon as the 

pass is made, with the first being the one to close down the man and the second covering. 

Move to 3v3 and alternate which attacker gets the first serve. Widen the area to 30x30 

yards if necessary.!

!

Coaching Points: !

These activities help players realize that an outcome of defending well is creating counter-

attacks and exposing defensive frailties of opponents.!

Let play and discover 

2012-09-25 U10s

Defending 1v1 

A quick transition from defending to attacking can!

catch out your opponents.
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Michael Turtle  SSTNJ.com

40 mins

Drill

Players Required: 14-16!

!

1 Attacker V 0 Defenders!

Player goes against zero defenders one v one against the GK.!

!

Coaching Points: !

Take Space!

Dribble at angle to draw GK to one side of the goal !

Finish to the corner of the Goal  !

Stay composed

Drill

Players Required: 14-16  !

 !

2 Attackers V 1 Defender!

2 Attackers counter against one defender. One of the 2 attackers brings in the new ball. One   

attacker comes in from each side of the goal.!

 !

Coaching Points: !

Counter at speed!

Look to play 2 player combination

Drill

Players Required: 14-16 !

!

3 Attackers V 2 Defenders!

3 Attackers now counter at speed against the 2 defenders, again one from each side of the 

goal.!

!

Coaching Points: !

Movement off of the ball to create space !

Use extra man !

Speed of Play

Drill

Players Required: 14-16 !

!

3 V 3 to Goal: Counter!

!

!

Coaching Points: !

Counter at Speed !

Movement off of Ball !

Speed of Play!

2012-05-02 U12s

Shooting

Decision making: When to shoot and when to pass
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Michael Beale 

 1:30 hours 

Warm-Up (Ball Mastery)

Players Required: Full Squad  !

!

Game Outline: Six players surround the outside of the pitch. The remaining six players go 

inside the pitch and split into two 1v1 duels. One player is nominated as the attacker and 

must make movements to lose his marker, receive a pass and then return the ball to a 

different outside player. If the attacker is tackled or miss-places a pass then the roles are 

quickly reversed.  !

!

Coaching Points: !

Awareness of space!

Quick dynamic movement  !
Drill

Players Required: Full Squad !

!

Game Outline: This practice allows the coach to see and then develop the forwards 

movement and imagination. The mid fielder receives a pass and then turns to dribble, the 

forward must make a run to receive a through pass in order to shoot at goal. For the next 

attack the mid fielder becomes the next forward. !

!

Coaching Points: !

Attacking space  !

Quality passing !

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Players Required: Full Squad !

!

Game Outline: This 3 v 2 practice forces all three attackers to make movements in order to 

try and create a goal scoring opportunity. The starting player is not allowed to dribble into 

the area and therefore the two attackers must use clever movement in order to receive a 

pass. After passing the starting player can enter the pitch and look to combine with their 

team mates. !

!

Coaching Points: !

Good movement to unbalance defenders!

Attack space with the ball, look to commit defenders
Game 

Players Required: Full Squad !

!

Game Outline: 4v3 role reversal game. One team start as the defenders and must nominate 

a goalkeeper. The other team start as the attackers. The attackers must receive a ball from 

the coach and look to build up and score using a 4v3 overload. If the attacking team are 

successful and score a goal then they receive a 2nd ball from the coach. However, if the 

defenders win possession or stop the attackers scoring then the roles are reversed. !

!

Coaching Points: !

Let them play and discover !

2012-09-25 U14s

Receiving

Movement to Receive the Ball 
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

Alfred Galustian 

 1:30 hours 

Warm-Up (Ball Mastery)

DVD Link “ The Coerver Session Planner” DISK 1. Ex.5.1. 5.2. 5.3. 5.4.   !

SET UP. Players numbered 1, 2 or 3 are lined up with a ball on one side of a 15x20 yd grid.!

ACTION.!

On the Coach’s signal #1s cross the grid doing the action the coach nominates.!

When #1s are 1/3 across the grid the coach calls for #2s to start.!

When #2s are 1/3 across, the coach calls for #3s to start.!

1. Single inside & outside cut with the same foot.!

2. Triple cut with same foot all the way across.!

3. Pull push every step but sit on the ball on coach’s call.!

COACH’S TIP - Encourage players to get as many repetitions as possible each time across.!

Drill

DVD LINK:“ The Coerver Session Planner”  DISK 4. Ex. 2.1. 2.2. 2.3. 2.4. 2.5. 2.6. !

PURPOSE. To improve receiving and control skills with different parts of the body.!

SET UP - Two teams with a ball for each team.Each team divided in two groups facing each 

other.!

ACTION.!

The first player serves with hands and joins the end of the opposite team.!

The opposite player receives, returns and joins the end of the facing group.!

The skills are:!

1. Receive with the inside of foot and pass with the inside of the other foot.!

2. Receive with outside of foot and pass with the inside of the same foot.!

3. Control with knee, pass with inside of Right foot.!
Drill

DVD LINK:  “ The Coerver Session Planner”DISK 3. Ex. 6.2. 6.3.!

PURPOSE. To practice and perfect feints.!

SET UP = A 15 x 6 yd grid with a marker cone in the middle. Two teams with a ball for each 

player on opposite end lines.!

ACTION.!

The first player from each team dribbles to the marker cone and makes a double scissors 

move with the Right foot, and goes to the Right, then joins the end of the opposite line. !

The next two players in line repeat the sequence.!

The moves practiced are - Single scissors. 2. Double scissors. 3.. Drag push. 4. Drag push 

scissors. !

COACH’S TIP - Encourage players to start slowly and focus on good technique.!
Drill

DVD LINK:“ The Coerver Session Planner” DISK 4. Ex. 3.1.!

PURPOSE. To Improve First Touch & Passing Accuracy!

SET UP - Players with a ball each in a 24 yd circle with a 5 yard square marked in middle.!

4 players in middle zone.!

ACTION - Middle player plays a 1-2 pass to the perimeter player then sprints through the 

middle zone, bends his run towards another perimeter player and another 1-2 pass.!

Middle zone players must count the passes they complete in 45 seconds.!

The combinations are.1.One touch push pass with inside. 2.Take outside, pass inside of 

same foot.!

3.Take across body with inside of foot and pass with inside of opposite foot.. !

COACH’S TIP - Keep only 4 players in the middle so that others can rest between efforts. 

Increase or decrease the allotted time for each exercise to make it easier or harder.!

2012-10-05 Youth Team

Technical Warm-up Session 

MAKE SURE YOU CHECK OUT THE COERVER DVD SERIES - TO BUY PLEASE VISIT  

WWW.COERVER.COM WHERE DVD LINKS OF THESE DRILLS CAN BE SEEN ON OUR 

SESSION PLANNER DVD
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67+2'0-+(82"9211($7":;071<"-'20+2=">&"???@0-0=2A&1$--2'-$0-*@-$A"

 Ricky Master Coach

 1:30 hours 

Warm Up - Possession (Smash & Grab)

Game Conditions: !

Two defenders work together trying to kick the balls out of the grid (everyone has a turn to 

defend). When a ball is kicked out, the player that lost possession of their ball joins the rest 

of the players. They now have to support the group, offering passing options and seams 

(they don't chase after their ball, once it's kicked out). !

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Emphasize on quality of pass (use all surfaces of the foot).!

Emphasize on good decision-making, draw defenders in (make them run more). !

Player movement, supporting the pass with an open body. 

Possession 3v1 

Brief Game Outline: Working in groups the each defender works until they force a mistake 

or win the ball.!

!

Game Conditions: !

Each group has 3 players playing against 1 defender.!

The grid is 10×10 yards.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes.!

Encourage communication in order to unbalance defensive decision-making.
Possession 3v1 - Progression 

Brief Game Outline: Working on groups of six, the grid is now split into two groups.!

!

Game Conditions: !

Once the defender wins the ball, they pass into the opposite grid and join their teammates.!

Work using two grids, both grids should be 10×10 yards.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes.!

Ability to re-group and establish good balance and shape.

Game 

Brief Game Outline: Set-up a series of grids 101×10 yards. Each group must organize 

themselves so they all have a number 1.2.3.4 When the coach calls a number out, they 

rotate and defend against another group. The group that keeps the ball the longest wins 5 

points.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

!

Quality and timing of pass.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes.!

Ability to re-group and establish good balance and shape.
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Warm Up - Possession

!

Game Outline: Players work in pairs passing and moving. The game involves players 

attempting to pass through the gates in order to score a point. If the defender wins the ball, 

the attacker becomes a defender. !

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality of Pass (Firm and respectful) !

Type of Pass (Driven, Chipped etc)!

Head up at all time. 

Possession 4v2 

Brief Game Outline: Working in groups the defenders work until they force a mistake or win 

the ball.!

Game Conditions: !

Each group has 4 players playing against 2 defender.!

The grid is 15×15 yards.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes and a 

player long looking to find the seam.!

Encourage communication in order to unbalance defensive decision-making.
Possession 5v2 - Progression 

Brief Game Outline: Working in groups the defenders work until they force a mistake or win 

the ball.!

Game Conditions: !

Each group has 5 players playing against 2 defender.!

The grid is 30×15 yards.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes and a 

player long looking to find the seam.!

Encourage communication in order to unbalance defensive decision-making.
Game 

Brief Game Outcome: The red team counter attacks the three small outlet goals. The blue 

team attack the main goal. !

!

Game Conditions: !

The white flags act as the "off-side" zone (this also helps keep the game realistic). !

The first team to 3 goals can switch roles. !

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of passes. !

Player movement and support play. !

Remember the Blue Print, TWO shorts passes and one deep pass through a seam. 
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Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: Two teams play 4v4 to four goals. Once a team gains possession of the 

ball, they will always be in a numbers up situation.!

Game Conditions: !

Each team has 4 players, once you lose possession, you must always have two goal 

keepers.!

The grid 40×30 with four goals.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes and a 

player long looking to find the seam.!

Encourage communication in order to unbalance defensive decision-making.
Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: Each team plays 4v4, also using a neutral player who always plays the 

team in possession of the ball. !

Game Conditions: !

The neutral player can only play for the team in possession of the ball.!

The grid size is 30×20 with kick-in’s and corners.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Player movement and support play – ALWAYS have two short supporting passes and a 

player long looking to find the seam.!

Encourage communication in order to unbalance defensive decision-making.

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: The session is set-up with two fields, each field consists of a 3v3 game.!

Game Conditions: !

Each team, when in possession of the ball, call “switch” to change fields. Always maintain a 

3v3 game.!

Progressions – the players can now pass the ball instead of dribbling.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Good decision-making based on “visual cues”!

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Change of speed and direction to unbalance defenders.

Games (Conditioned/Small-Sided)

Brief Game Outline: The field consists of two end zones. A team scores by passing the ball 

into a end zone, where a team mate runs into the pass.!

!

Game Conditions: !

Players score a goal by receiving a pass inside the end zone from their team mate.!

Place a three second end zone rule, players can’t stand and wait for a pass.!

!

Key Coaching Points: !

Good decision-making based on “visual cues”!

Quality and timing of pass, look to draw players in and unbalance defenders.!

Change of speed and direction to unbalance defenders.
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